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JOB DESCRIPTION

Selected Components
WE ARE ALERT TO THE BUDGET PROCESS
Composition of Federal Outlays -- Percent of Total

The U.S Govt. is essentially a Health Care Company with an Army!
WE RECEIVE LOTS OF PROPOSALS
WE INVITE PANELS TO PERFORM MERIT REVIEW
WE PERFORM SITE VISITS

I’m from the Federal Government;
I am here to help.
WE EXAMINE LABORATORY PLANS
WE STUDY PROPOSED PROJECT MANAGEMENT
WE HELP TO ESTABLISH FUNCTIONING PROJECT MANAGEMENT
WE ARE 4 LEVELS DOWN FROM THE PRESIDENT
BUT THERE IS NO ONE BELOW US

Madam Director

RSVP is a Major Research Equipment Project awaiting NSF funding. It has been peer reviewed and approved by the National Science Board.

Do you have any comments about this wonderful project?

Sincerely,

Honorable...

“But Blessed”
WE DETERMINE OUR ALLOCATION

BUDGET

MPS

PHY

EPP
“Dear Professor Hummel: Not only have we awarded you a grant, but we have decided that your beautifully written grant application is publishable as it stands.”
All requests of the landowners such as driving very slowly near the potato fields must be absolutely respected.

Conversion of Argentine Scientists

I will review proposals for food! Witness protection program. No Xmas shutdown.
GOOD NEWS?
HEPAP FORTUNE COOKIE
(April)

THE PROJECT YOU HAVE IN MIND WILL SOON GAIN MOMENTUM.